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 
Abstract – The present article seeks to make an approach to 
the class hierarchy of a scene built with the architecture Java 
3D, to develop an ontology of a scene as from the semantic 
essential components for the semantic structuring of the 
Web3D 
Java was selected because the language recommended by the 
W3C Consortium for the Development of the Web3D oriented 
applications as from X3D standard is Xj3D which composition 
of their Schemas is based the architecture of Java3D 
In first instance identifies the domain and scope of the 
ontology, defining classes and subclasses that comprise from 
Java3D architecture and the essential elements of a scene, as its 
point of origin, the field of rotation, translation The limitation 
of the scene and the definition of shaders, then define the slots 
that are declared in RDF as a framework for describing the 
properties of the classes established from identifying the 
domain and range of each class, then develops composition of 
the OWL ontology on SWOOP  
Finally, be perform instantiations of the ontology building 
for a Iconosphere object as from class expressions defined. 
 
Keywords: Ontology, Java3D, Web3D, X3D. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
HE term web 3D makes reference to the programming 
language, standards, files formats and any kind of 
technology that can be used to the construction of virtual 
environments of immersion in the web [1]. The construction 
of those environments is not easy and requires an artist team, 
illustrators, designers and programmers for its construction, 
turning this process into an independent labor of the required 
technology to make it real [3]. To turn this artisanal labor 
into an industrial one , it is necessary, first of all, to identify 
the semantic structure of the 3D objects that constitute the 
immersion environments, to make the searching, recycling, 
development and the assemble of new environments, easier, 
faster and richer.  
Taking in account that the majority of 3D environments is 
characterized for its objects, which are built for geometrical  
low level elements, such as polygonal net or NURBS 
surfaces [6] ; the authors make the semantic association, 
sharing the perception of the visitors toward the objects  
 
 
 
which compound the environment, unfortunately even when 
the users Identify the relationships and the semantic 
associations of the 3D objects, they cannot infer high level 
information descriptions, stored in the 3D, and they cannot 
make the  manufacture process of new environments. 
Besides nowadays the molding practices do not stimulate the 
semantic connotation of the 3D objects, some of them 
specify limited opportunities, such as the manager of layers 
or the tagging  of objects; which is not constantly used for 
the standard storage of the high level structures and it is 
presented to other people as an additional working  molding 
result [15]. The lack of a high level standard for the 
environment elements description is an inconvenient for the 
advanced usage of 3D world description, which require the 
semantic knowledge of those elements. The knowledge 
usage possibilities, are first of all the searching engines, 
which process formulated requests in a natural language 
making reference to the high level characteristics (for 
instance, finding buildings that have inside of them, patios 
surrounded by columns) in second place the extraction of 
semantic objects from big files to facilitate the exam and the 
automatic creation of high level libraries which can be used 
to create different 3d environments, knowing that the usage 
of high level description is not only useful in the 3d virtual 
environments but includes everything which is related with 
the mixed reality. (For example the high level description of 
a virtual model in a real map environment, can help to the 
navigation in a real or mixed scene when summarizing the 
virtual and real elements of it) [15]. 
The current research proposes to develop the semantic 
composition, starting in the hierarchy of the tridimensional 
visualization based on Java 3D architecture, used in the 
construction of 3D objects, having in account the 
architecture of the geometrical composition that is proposed 
in the X3D standard, for this reason a revision of the 
syntactic point of view is made, also a semantic one based 
on the principal programming languages for virtual 
immersion environments in the web, such as VRML and 
O3D, to unify a hierarchy of the 3D objects construction. For 
the development of the semantic composition, we apply the 
methodology competency questions; this one allows the 
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construction of ontologies about specific domains, putting 
limits to the domain, defining the classes and sub classes, the 
relationships between them and the production parting from 
the SWOOP tools, generating RDF and OWL files [13]. 
II. 3D E INTERNET 
There are a variety of 3D applications development 
oriented internet especially in the entertainment, which 
require many developers and special processing 
specifications that are not common to most people, these 
many people can be made by communities interested in 
create 3D environments for use either as a business, an 
educational or entertainment [1], as with SecondLife, 
developed for the Linden Lab laboratory [17], that provides 
the infrastructure for processing and storage that this 
community needs. Development in Second Life begins with 
structures pre-established because the interactivity and 
usability are subject to the proposed platform by Linden Lab, 
with low-level geometric structures without any semantic 
description [15], impossible to identify the properties of the 
virtual environment and the possibility of building 
manufacturing agents for distributed development [7].  The 
construction of an ontology of a scene is needed as a starting 
point for developing integrated services Web3D distributed 
manufacturing agents for complex and rich virtual worlds 
[18]. 
III. WEB 3D STANDARS  
There are several standards used in the Web 3D, the main 
ones: VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) and 
X3D (Extensible 3D) [6]. VRML is a file format that allows 
the creation of interactive objects and worlds in three-
dimensional [20]. X3D is an open standard XML, a 3D file 
format that allows the creation and transmission of 3D data 
between different applications, especially in network [22].  
The ISO 19775 Extensible 3D specification provides a 
application programming language independent interface 
(API), allowing access to a range of services and functions,  
For integration with a programming language. X3D provides 
abstract interfaces that depending on the syntax are inserted 
into an established language. One of the languages that allow 
for such insertion is Java, which generates the specification 
Xj3D.  ISO / IEC 19777 specifies a layer for the Java 
programming language [23].  One of the main differences 
between VRML/X3D and Xj3D, conceptually, is that the 
latter is defined as a script programming language of low 
level 3D scenes [10]. The creation of three dimensional 
objects and Java elements requires not only the formation of 
3D elements, but also the definition of all aspects of display 
and control capabilities [16]. To create the simplest scenario, 
the Java code is well above that required in VRML/X3D, but 
on the other hand the control of different elements in the 
system is superior and more natural in Java [9]. You can also 
use Java as file viewer VRML/X3D, using one of the loaders 
of VRML/X3D developed for Java. The main advantages are 
the ability to execute on different platforms and avoid the 
need to install a specific plugin for each browser [11]. 
IV. EXTENSIBLE 3D LANGUAGE BINDINGS JAVA 
This specification provides a set of independent 
implementations of the classes and interfaces that represent 
the possible interactions with the X3D scene through UPS. 
The file shows the specifications of the application must 
remain hidden to the user. If classes are declared abstract, it 
is expected that the classes that inherit from the browser they 
use according to the needs [23]. A communications session 
based on Java depends on the type of driver set: applet or 
component. The difference is given by the way it obtains 
relating to browser, once obtained may not differ from 
services using a request time in which it generates the Java 
code you want to access the X3D browser [16]. An X3D 
browser is set by creating a new instance of the component 
class X3D CreateBrowser that can be used to control the 
properties of the browser. For example, a property can be 
used to request a Swing based component instead of AWT, 
or a software off-screen rendering by establishing and 
running the browser is also able to add additional properties.  
[23]. Xj3D uses Java3D framework and adapts according to 
the specification of developing an X3D XML Schema [21], 
that can create your own data types and namespaces, 
Because X3D Shaders specifies an architecture without to 
point in the operation and integration of these. Because 
framework Xj3D be used java3D architecture, this is 
selected for the specification of the scene [10]. 
V. ARCHITECTURE OF A JAVA3D SCENE 
Every Java3D scenario begins with a virtual universe that 
will be the container for all the graphics on the scene; this 
consists of locating objects that establish the relevant 
positions on the scene. Each universe will be a totally 
independententity; therefore an object won‘t be able to exist 
in two virtual universes [16]. The locating objects are 
instances of the class Locale and are the node of the graphic 
branches in which the scene will be divided into. They 
consist of BranchGroup and are in charge of defining the 
origin point in the Cartesian space from doublé precision 
coordinates. There will be one for each universe. From the 
locating object which is the trunk of a tree there are groups 
of branches, transformations and visualization spreading out. 
The compiler at the time of making a render follows the 
classes‘ hierarchy, which, if not respected, will generate 
class recognition errors. The class Locale has a subclass 
called Node and most of the objects appearing on the scene 
are at the same time Node subclasses; therefore it is 
established that Node puts together the branches, the 
transformations and the visualization.  From these groups we 
get graphic objects that will allow us to define the shape of 
the objects, its colour and texture composition and the 
lighting needed to be visualized; these objects will be 
established as Shape. [5]. Figure 1 presents the diagram of 
the hierarchy of the classes of a scene made with Java3D. In 
the Java3D programs you have to program in stages each 
piece of the scene‘s diagram and then connect each stage 
with each other to make the final program. The virtual 
universe is the universo that hides behind the screen. When 
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programming in three dimensions what we have to achieve 
is to project a shaft from the object behind the screen to the 
observer‘s eye. [8]. 
 
 
Figure 1. Diagram of a Graphic Scene 
VI.  DOMAIN AND REACH 
With the development of this ontology is to make a first 
approach to the conceptualization of a 3D scene from 
Java3D architecture, identifying the resources essential to 
the definition of the scene and the properties or slots of these 
resources [14]. With the semantic conceptualization of a 
scene is looking to establish class structures of the objects 
composing the scene, to facilitate assembly and reuse of 
these objects in the construction of more complex scenes 
with the help of agents manufacturing [18]. The ontology 
should answer questions such as: 
• What is a scene? 
• What are the essential components of a scene? 
• What are the relationships between these components? 
• What is the limiting factor in the scene? 
• Where is the origin of the scene? 
• How it is given the shifting of the elements in the 
scene? 
• How it is given the rotation of the elements in the 
scene? 
• How the scene is displayed? 
• What is the range of illumination of the scene? 
VII. CLASSES AND SUBCLASSES 
Bearing in mind the construction of a simple scenario in 
Java3D, nine classes have been identified that allow us to 
create a virtual universe, locate the origin, put together 
transformations, branches and object visualization 
components that will be made from meshes of triangles with 
shadows and lighting properties. 
 
 
Figure 2. Diagram of a Graphic Scene 
Figure 2 shows the hierarchy of classes used and the 
directions of the arrows allow us to infer the inheritance 
relations between them; the necessary classes to build a 
simple scene in Java3D are: 
a. VirtualUniverse: It is all the other ones‘ superclass as 
it   is the container of all the graphics in the scene.  
b. Locale: It defines the Cartesian origin of the 
c. Euclidian space.  
d. Node: It allows the definition of the representations 
of the scene 
e. Leaf: It allows the specification of shapes, lighting 
and behavior. 
f. TransformGroup: It places the objects in space and 
allows its rotation and scalability. 
g. BranchGroup: It is in charge of the visualization of 
the scene.. 
h. Light: It identifies a specific type of lighting. 
i. Shape: Construye formas 3D. 
j. Shape: It builds 3D shapes. 
k. Shader: It defines color and shadows of the objects 
created with Shape 
For the edition of the ontology in OWL language 
(Ontology Web Language), which was selected because it 
was W3C‘s recommendation and the fact it allows several 
functionalities such as DAME and OIL, as it is and RDFS 
model‘s extension, they allow the redefinition of properties 
and the definition of classes through Boolean restrictions and 
operations, so the editor SWOOP beta 2.3 edition was used 
[2]. 
 
Figure 3. Classes and Subclasses 
Figure 3 shows clases and subclases of tree in  SWOOP 
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editor. The description languages‘ function is to represent 
data and there is a frame for the description of RDF 
resources (Resource Description Framework) which is one 
of the XML vocabularies and it is made up based on the 
following rules [12]: 
 A resource is any thing that may have an URI, this 
includes all the web sites, all the individual elements 
of each XML document y many more. 
 A property is a resource that has a name and that can 
be used to identify responsibilities or other resources‘ 
actions. 
 A sentence consists of a combination of a resource, a 
property and a value. These parts are known as 
subject, predicate and object of the sentence. The use 
of RDF allows the independence between resources, 
the exchange of information, and the scalability due 
to its simplicity. [4]. 
Figure 4 shows the RDF description of the Class 
VirtualUniverse: 
 
 
Figure 4. RDF of the Class VirtualUniverse 
VIII. PROPERTIES DEFINITION 
Properties allow the establishment of the classes‘ 
responsibilities and the relations between them, which have 
a range and an application domain [11]. The ontology 
properties where identified from the classes responsibilities 
and then it was establish their range and domain so the 
relation between the different classes could be identified. 
The properties established where: 
 
i. defineUniverse: Property responsible for the class 
VirtualUniverse and corresponds to the graphic 
scenario‘s creation, but this needs other elements such as 
nodes, the Locale, objects‘ geometry, the light and the 
visual appearance. The domain and range of this property 
is the class VirtualUniverse. 
ii. especifyCartesianOrigin: Property responsible for the 
class and consists of the identification of the origin of the 
similar universe. The domain and range of this property 
is the class Locale 
iii. defineUtilityScene: An object in a scene needs light to 
be visualized, a shape and geometric composition, an 
appearance, and certain rotation around an axis 
possibilities or movement from one point to another. 
There are several classes in charge of these actions, like 
the class Shape, which defines the geometric shape or the 
class Shader in charge of the appearance, but all of these 
belong to the class Node which is the domain and range 
of this property 
iv. DefineLightingRange: In order to visualize an object in 
a scene first you have to establish the light from the 
scene that is getting to each of the points of the 
projection plane. The best way to answer this question is 
to follow a straight line from this point in the projection 
plane and the focal point until it impacts a representable 
surface in the scene; at this point the light that should 
impact this point is established. The properties of the 
surface and the light‘s incidence angle establish what 
amount of light should be reflected by the incident vision 
angle; this is the reason why it is necessary to define the 
range of lighting with the class Light. The domain and 
range of this property is the class Leaf. 
v. visualize: The light‘s impact over a surface and the 
subsequent re-radiation by diffusion phenomenon can be 
very fuzzy , for example, the re-radiation in every 
direction in an isotropic way. This means the camera will 
see the same amount of light from that surface point 
regardless the incident vision angle [8]. Given that the 
amount of light that impacts a surface depends on the 
angle of incidence of the light. If most of the light hitting 
a surface is reflected in a fuzzy way, the surface will 
have a matt appearance. This is why during the 
visualization process it is necessary to establish the way 
in which the object will radiate its environment affecting 
the rest of the objects in the scene. The domain and range 
of this property is the class BranchGroup. 
vi. moves: This property allows the recalculation of all the 
positions of all the vertexes of a geometric object from a 
relocation of the centroid in the Euclidean space. The 
domain and range of this property is the class 
TransformGroup. 
vii. rotates: This property performs turns of the object 
around the axis of the centroid specifying an axis in a 
single direction, x, y or z, or a diagonal established. The 
domain and range of this property is the class 
TranformGroup. 
 
 
Figure 5. RDF of the Propertie defineLightingRange 
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Figure 5 shows the RDF description of the property 
defineLightingRange. 
IX. INSTANCES CREATION 
The instantiation is the creation of individuals from the 
assignment of values to the attributes of a class therefore 
each individual will have certain particular properties 
defined in the class where he belongs. For each class an 
individual was defined which has certain particular 
characteristics opposite to the domain range of the properties 
responsible for the classes:  
 Screens: Instance of the class VirtualUniverse that is a 
simple graphic container. 
 Axis: Instance of the class Locale. Screen locator 
placing the Y plane horizontal, the X plane 
perpendicular to the screen and the Z plane vertical.  
 Layers: Instance of the class Node. Allows the 
visualization of the scene in perspective. 
 Leaf: Instance of the class Lamp, which allows the 
establishment of the focal axis of the light. 
 Pipeline: Instance of the class BranchGroup, assigns a 
determined color to the faces of the geometric object. 
 Scale: Instance of the class TranformGroup that 
modifies the size of the geometric figure. 
 Icoesphere: Instancia de la clase Shape y crea un 
Icosaedro que tiene 20 caras todas formadas por 
triángulos equiláteros. 
 Fresnel: Instance of the class Shader; defines how 
reflective the material is depending on the angle 
between the normal surface and the observation 
direction. 
 Hemi: Instance of the class Light; projects light evenly 
through a hemisphere that surrounds the scene. 
 
 
Figure 6. Instantiation Example 
X. CLASS EXPRESSIONS 
The class expressions allow us to establish the relations 
between the classes and the properties so by means of 
inference the relations between individuals can be 
established, the following class expressions were created: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Instantiation Example 
XI. CONCLUSION 
The construction of an ontology for the definition of 
tridimensional spaces will allow the Web3d to standardize 
the development of scenarios and the creation of 
manufacture agents that will make easier the modeling and 
texturing processes. The biggest difficulty in the ontology‘s 
development lies on the definition of abstract classes which 
allow the instantiation of non visual individuals, which 
determine graphic behaviors. The identification of the 
properties from the responsibilities of the classes generates 
different fields of similar domains bringing all the classes 
closer to a general equivalence state. All classes are 
equivalent with each other, for example, the class Light is 
equivalent to the class VirtualUniverse. 
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